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Atmosphere Powerpoint
Composition of the Atmosphere

● Earth’s atmosphere is made up of nitrogen, 
oxygen, carbon dioxide, water vapor, and many 

other gases, as well as particles of liquids and 
solids.

Composition of the Atmosphere

✕Nitrogen – Nitrogen is the most abundant gas in 
the atmosphere.  It makes up more than ¾ of the 
atmosphere.

✕Oxygen – Oxygen makes up less than ¼ of the 
atmosphere, but is the most essential for animal 
and human life.  Oxygen is taken from the 
atmosphere and used to release energy from our 
food.
● Oxygen is also used in other processes like burning materials 

and causing rust on metals.
● Ozone is a form of oxygen that has three oxygen molecules 

instead of two.  Ozone forms when lightning occurs and is 
what causes the smell after a storm.

Composition of the Atmosphere

✕Carbon Dioxide – Carbon dioxide is essential 
to life.  Plants must have carbon dioxide to 
produce food.  When humans and animals 
break down food to produce energy, they release 
carbon dioxide into the air. 
● Carbon dioxide is also created when fuels such as coal 

and gasoline are burned.  This increases the amount of 
carbon dioxide in the air.

✕Other Gases – Oxygen and nitrogen together 
make up 99% of dry air.  Argon and Carbon 
dioxide make up most of the remaining 1%

Composition of the Atmosphere

● Water Vapor – In reality, air is not dry and contains 
water vapor.  Water vapor is a gas form of water.  It is 
invisible and cannot be felt.  It is not the same thing as 
steam.

● The amount of water vapor in the air varies greatly from 
place to place and time to time. We sometimes call water 
vapor humidity.  Water vapor is what eventually forms 
clouds and precipitation.

● Particles – Precipitation cannot form without particles in 
the air.  Our air contains tiny particles of dust, smoke, salt, 
and other chemicals.  Most of these particles are too tiny to 
see.

Importance of the Atmosphere

✕ Earth’s atmosphere makes conditions 
on Earth suitable for living things.  It 
does this in three ways:

1. It contains the essential oxygen & carbon 
dioxide that all living things need.

2. It traps energy from the sun to keep Earth’s 
surface warm and water in liquid form.  

3. The atmosphere protects living things from:

○Dangerous radiation from the sun

○meteoroids and rocks from outer space
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Video Clip

✕United Streaming: 

Earth's Atmosphere: The Properties of the Atmosphere 
[02:21] 

Review Questions

1. What is the atmosphere?
● A thin layer of gases that surround Earth

2. What are the four most common gases in dry air?
● Nitrogen, Oxygen, Carbon dioxide, and argon

3. Why are the amounts of gases in the atmosphere 
usually shown as percentages of dry air?

● The percentage of water vapor in the air varies and affects 
the percent composition.

4. What are three ways in which the atmosphere is 
important to life on Earth?

● It contains oxygen need by many organisms.  It provides 
warmth by trapping energy from the sun.  It protects us from 
dangerous radiation and objects from outer space.

Properties of Air

● Air is made up of atoms and molecules, which have 
mass.  This means that air also has mass.

● Because air has mass, it also has other properties 
including density and pressure.

● Density – The amount of mass in a given volume 
of air is its density.  

● If there are more molecules in a volume, the 
density is greater.  If there are less molecules in a 
volume, the density is less

Density =   Mass
Volume

Properties of Air

Air pressure can change from day to day just like the 
amount of water vapor in air.

Air pressure is related to density, mass, and gravity:

➢ Gravity pulls the molecules with a greater force 
when it is closer to Earth’s surface.  As you 
increase in altitude, the gravity is weaker and the 
pressure is lower

➢ The more dense a substance, the more mass and 
pressure it has.  

Air Pressure

✕There is a column of air 
above you all the time.

✕The weight of the air in 
the atmosphere causes 
air pressure.

Measuring Air Pressure

✕Barometer – A barometer is an instrument that is 
used to measure air pressure.  There are two common 
kinds: mercury and aneroid

Air pressure is measured using several different units.  
We will learn about 2 of those.

✕ Inches of mercury – This is the most common 
form used in everyday weather forecasts.  The 
meteorologist might say – “The pressure reading 
today is at 30.75 inches.”

✕ Millibars – The National Weather Service maps use 
millibars to measure air pressure.  1 inch of mercury = 
33.87 millibars, so 30 inches of mercury = 1,016 
millibars

https://drive.google.com/a/wcpss.net/file/d/0B0CEqnfYRV1TczNfY1NrNUtPMkE/view?usp=sharing
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Measuring Air Pressure – Mercury Barometer

● Air pressure pushes down on the surface of the 
mercury in the dish, causing the mercury in the 

tube to rise. The air pressure is greater on the 
barometer on the right, so the mercury is higher 
in the tube.

Measuring Air Pressure

✕This diagram shows an aneroid barometer. 
Changes in air pressure cause the walls of the 
airtight metal chamber to flex in and out. The 
needle on the dial indicates the air pressure.

Air Pressure and Altitude

● Air pressure decreases as altitude 
increases.  Altitude is your elevation, or distance 

from sea level.  The higher up you go, the lower the 
pressure.  The lower you go, the higher the 
pressure.  This is a result of the                              
pull of gravity.  The higher you go,
the lower the pull of gravity. 

Measuring Air Pressure Activity

● Click the Active Art button to open a browser 
window and access Active Art about measuring 

air pressure.

Altitude and Density

● The density of air decreases as altitude increases. 
Air at sea level has more gas molecules in each 

cubic meter than air at the top of a mountain.  
This is because gravitational pull is lower at high 
altitudes

Atmospheric Density

What is 
most dense

SINKS!
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Video Clip: Density and Pressure

✕United Streaming Video:

Matter and Energy: Chapter 2: Pressure [09:18]

✕Atmosphere website

Layers of 
the 

Atmosphere

The Air Up 
There

Exosphere

Ionosphere

Stratosphere

Thermosphere

Mesosphere

Troposphere

Layers of the Atmosphere

● There are four layers of the atmosphere:

-Troposphere

-Stratosphere

-Mesosphere

-Thermosphere 

- Ionosphere

- Exosphere

The Troposphere

✕Lowest layer

✕Contains most of the mass 

of the atmosphere

✕Weather occurs here

✕9-16 kilometers in depth

✕Temperatures decreases as 

altitude increases

The Stratosphere

✕Begins where troposphere ends and goes about 50 km 
above Earth

✕Divided into lower, middle and, upper sections

✕Lower section is cold, -60 degrees Celsius

✕Middle section is the ozone layer

✕Upper section is warm due to ozone absorbing energy 
from the sun and converts it into heat.

✕This is where planes fly because it is above the weather. 

✕Pollutants that reach the lower area may linger for 
lengthy periods.  Ex: Volcanic eruptions can cause 
changes in the weather and climate 

The Mesosphere

✕Middle layer – (meso means middle) 

✕ Located between 50-80km above the Earth’s surface

✕Outer mesosphere is the coldest part of the atmosphere 

and has a temperature of -90°C   

✕The Mesosphere is where meteoroids burn up

✕When you see a shooting star, you are seeing the trail of 

a burning up meteoroid.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0CEqnfYRV1TcVduZmUzZDJnZ2M
http://www.ck12.org/search/?q=atmosphere&referrer=top_nav&autoComplete=false
http://app.discoveryeducation.com/player/view/assetGuid/DE50FD60-5E31-4DC6-A3B9-885E07E00902
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The Thermosphere

● Located 80+km above the Earth’s surface

● No definite outer limit and extends out to space

● Very hot (1,800 degrees Celsius) because 
sunlight hits the thermosphere first.

● It is divided into to parts:

• Ionosphere (lower layer) 

• Exosphere (upper layer)

Ionosphere

● The lower layer of the thermosphere

● Located 80-400km above Earth

● Radio waves bounce off ions in the ionosphere back to 
Earth’s surface. 

● The aurora borealis is found here.  This is caused by 
particles from the sun that strike atoms in the 
ionosphere and causes them 

to glow. 

Exosphere

● Begins at about 
400km and extends 
out into space

● Satellites and the 
space shuttle  both 
orbit in the 
exosphere.


